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Abstract

Combining low energy electron diffraction, scanning tunneling microscopy, angular resolved photoelectron spectros-
copy using synchrotron radiation and density functional theory calculations, we have studied the structure of thin nio-
bia films grown on a Cu3Au(100) substrate. Nb deposition onto oxygen implanted Cu3Au(100) and subsequent
oxidation results in a flat, well-ordered thin niobia film of hexagonal symmetry. The results suggest that the film consists
of 2/3 ML of Nb between two hexagonal O-layers, where Nb5+ cations occupy the threefold hollow sites. This leads to a
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ÞR30� structure with respect to the underlying close packed O layer, which in turn forms a (2 · 7) coincidence

structure with the metal substrate. The defect structure includes reflection domain boundaries and vacancies.
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1. Introduction

During the last two decades, niobia based sys-
tems have received much attention due to their cat-
alytic activity in many important processes
including Fischer–Tropsch reaction, oxidative
dehydrogenation of alkanes, and oxidative cou-
pling of methane ([1–5] and references therein). In
ed.
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these catalysts, the niobium oxides can participate
as either a support for metal particles or as an active
component when added to other reducible oxides
such as titania.

It is known that Nb forms several stable bulk
oxides: NbO, NbO2 and Nb2O5 [6]. The latter
may exist in different polymorphs depending on
its heat treatment [7–10]. The H–Nb2O5 phase
exposes a Nb@O double bond, similar to vanadyl
(V@O) species observed in vanadia based catalysts,
the catalytic role of which remains a matter of the
intense debate [4]. Therefore, comparisons of van-
adia and niobia catalysts may be very helpful in
revealing similarities and trends in reaction mecha-
nisms on group V based metal oxide catalysts.

In attempts to understand the reactivity of
oxide and metal/oxide surfaces, many research
groups follow the ‘‘surface science’’ approach
where the highly dispersed catalysts are modeled
by metal particles vapor deposited onto well-
ordered oxide films [11–13]. These systems allow
one to elucidate mechanisms of the catalytic reac-
tions on a molecular level through allowing precise
structural control of the systems and their detailed
analysis using the many surface sensitive tech-
niques such as scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) and various electron spectroscopies. Within
this approach, the preparation of well-ordered nio-
bium oxide films is essential for modeling the
structure of niobia based catalysts and providing
a molecular level understanding of their reactivity.

In principle, thin oxide films may be prepared in
different ways such as oxidation of metallic or
bimetallic substrates, metal deposition onto an
appropriate ‘‘inert’’ substrate and subsequent oxi-
dation, or metal deposition in an oxygen atmo-
sphere followed by further annealing at elevated
temperatures (examples can be found in the
reviews [13,14]).

The interaction of O2 with Nb(100), Nb(110)
and Nb(111) single crystal surfaces and Nb foils
was the subject of several studies in the past and
was recently re-investigated by STM [15–20]. Basi-
cally, these studies focused on the formation of a
passivating film, which may strongly affect the
superconducting properties of Nb. A number of
oxygen induced reconstructions were observed by
low energy electron diffraction (LEED) depending
on the oxygen exposure and temperature. For
example, An et al. [19] showed that increasing the
exposure of Nb(100) to O2 from 0.2 to 1.5 L
(1 L = 10�6 Torr s) at 300 K first produces a
c(2 · 2)-O structure and then a (1 · 1)-O structure,
but that further exposure to �64 L results in an
amorphous surface structure. Annealing at 900 K
results in surface ordering into a (3 · 1)-O structure
via the dissolution of oxygen into the bulk metal
substrate. Due to the high solubility of oxygen in
Nb, oxidized surfaces can also be formed by segre-
gation of oxygen from the bulk to the surface upon
heating to 1500–2500 K in vacuum. Using STM,
Arfaoui et al. [17,18] observed NbOx(111)-like
nanocrystals (with x = 0.8–1.2), which form tiled
structures on the Nb(110) surface with many
stacking faults. These studies revealed that the
Nb metal substrate may behave as an effective res-
ervoir for oxygen, and hence cause uncertainty in
the thickness and stoichiometry of the oxide film
due to an ill-defined oxide/metal interface arising
from difficulty in controlling oxygen diffusion.

Petrucci et al. applied molecular beam epitaxy to
grow thick (100 Å–1.2 lm) niobia films on z-cut
LiNbO3, which were studied by reflection high
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) [21]. Ex situ
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis
of these films revealed Nb oxidation states of both
2+ and 5+, but after the films were further oxidized
at 450 �C for 1 h in an oxygen atmosphere only
Nb5+ was present. When grown on z-cut sapphire
(Al2O3) at 650 �C at a low O2/Nb flux ratio, the
niobia films exhibited perfect RHEED reflections
attributed to a well-ordered NbO0.8(111) epitaxial
layer, which could be converted to polycrystalline
Nb2O5 by annealing at 420 �C for 3 h in a dry O2

atmosphere.
Xie et al. [22,23] employed a Pt(111) single

crystal as a substrate for the growth of niobia films
using cycles of Nb deposition and oxidation. In
each cycle, about 0.1 monolayer (ML) of Nb was
evaporated onto the Pt(111) surface and then oxi-
dized in 10�6–10�5 mbar of O2 at 700 K. Subse-
quently, the sample was annealed in ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) at 800–900 K. At sub-monolayer
Nb coverage (ca. 0.2 ML), LEED patterns (not
presented in the paper) showed a hexagonal
structure rotated by 30� with respect to Pt(111).
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However, this pattern became very diffuse at
increasing Nb coverage, suggesting that the niobia
overlayer exhibited poor crystallinity. Based on
the analysis of Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES), high-resolution electron energy loss spec-
troscopy (HREELS) and ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) data, the authors concluded
that the thin films (ca. 3 ML) were composed of
NbO, NbO2 and Nb2O5, depending on the prepa-
ration conditions. A loss band at 926 cm�1 in
HREELS spectra was assigned to Nb@O terminal
bonds. However, the lack of ordering of the films
prepared and the absence of any morphological
studies renders the correlations between structure
and spectroscopy speculative.

As a continuation of our long-term studies on
the structure of the transition metal oxides
[24,13], using well-defined model systems, we
aimed at the preparation of well-ordered niobia
films. It is well documented that oxide films of
vanadium, neighboring Nb in the Periodic Table,
can be prepared on the metal single crystal sur-
faces [25–28]. Further, it has recently been demon-
strated that the quality of the vanadia films can be
significantly improved when grown on a
Cu3Au(100) substrate implanted with oxygen,
which seems to prevent vanadium/substrate alloy-
ing and supplies atomic oxygen for oxidation
[29,30]. In this paper, we used this approach to
grow well-ordered niobia films and studied their
structure by LEED, STM, photoelectron spectros-
copy using synchrotron radiation (PES) and
HREELS. The experimental results were comple-
mented with density functional theory (DFT) cal-
culations. The paper is organized as follows. We
first present the experimental results obtained by
each method for similarly prepared samples. This
is followed by a summary of these results and a
proposal for the structural model of the niobia
films using DFT.
2. Experimental

The experiments were performed in three UHV
chambers denoted as ‘‘STM’’, ‘‘PES’’ and
‘‘HREELS’’ (base pressure below 3 · 10�10 mbar).
Each chamber was equipped with an AES/LEED,
quartz crystal microbalance, differentially pumped
mass-spectrometer and standard facilities for sur-
face cleaning. The LEED patterns of the samples
were used to judge the quality of the films for com-
bining the results, obtained in different chambers.

The Cu3Au(100) single crystal (6 mm diameter
and 2 mm thick) was supplied by Mateck. During
the preparation, the temperature was controlled
using a chromel–alumel thermocouple spot-welded
to the edge of the crystal and a feedback control
system (Schlichting Phys. Instrum). Heating was
achieved by electron bombardment from the back-
side of the crystal using a W filament in ‘‘STM’’
and ‘‘PES’’ chambers. For the HREELS studies,
the same Cu3Au(100) crystal was used, which
was placed between two parallel Ta wires used
for resistive heating.

The surface was cleaned by cycles of Ar+ sput-
tering (1 keV, 2 lA/cm2) at 300 K followed by
annealing at 800 K for 5 min until no detectable
impurities were found by AES. The traces of car-
bon, if any, were removed by oxidation at 600 K
for 10–30 min at 10�6 mbar of O2, followed by
thermal flash to 800 K in UHV.

The clean Cu3Au(100) surface was sputtered at
300 K with oxygen, using the ion sputter gun
(1 keV, 2 · 10�5 mbar of O2, 30 min). Subse-
quently, the sample was annealed in vacuum at
650 K for 5 min to smooth the surface after sput-
tering. AES spectra from this surface showed
O(510 eV)/Cu(948 eV) ratio of about 0.5. Niobium
was vapor deposited onto the substrate kept at
300 K from a Nb rod (2 mm diameter, Goodfel-
low, 99.99%) using a commercial evaporator
(Focus EFM3). The deposition rate was 0.04 Å/
min as measured by a quartz crystal microbalance.
Niobium was deposited in a single step in the
amounts presented in the text as a nominal thick-
ness (in Å). After Nb deposition, the samples were
oxidized in 10�6 mbar O2 at 773 K for 30 min in
front of a calibrated gas doser.

The STM images were obtained with Pt–Ir tips
at tunneling biases between +20 mV and +1.5 V
(sample bias) and current 0.5–1 nA. The images
presented here were subjected to plane corrections
and low-pass filtering.

For PES studies we used synchrotron facilities
at BESSY II (Berlin, beamline UE52-PGM1).
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The spectra were taken with a Scienta SES200 ana-
lyzer. Spectra were recorded with photon energies
of 121 eV (spectral resolution 100 meV), 310 and
830 eV (200–250 meV) for valence band, Nb 3d
and O 1s levels, respectively. The energy was cali-
brated via the Fermi edge and also the binding
energy of the Au 4f level of a clean gold foil and
Cu3Au(100) substrate.

The HREELS spectra were measured with a
Delta 0.5 spectrometer (VSI GmbH, a spectral res-
olution �4 meV) in a specular geometry (grazing
angle 30�) with a primary electron energy 5 eV.

DFT calculations were performed utilizing a
commercial version of the CASTEP program
available as a module of Cerius2.1 The system
was simulated using a slab model containing three
layers of Cu3Au(100), one layer of Nb and two
layers of O stacked as O–Nb–O–Cu3Au (3) in a
(2 · 7) unit cell, using the PBE exchange-correla-
tion functional [31] and ultrasoft non-local pseud-
opotentials [32]. A plane wave cutoff of
Ecut = 400 eV was found to be sufficiently accu-
rate. The surface Brillouin zone was sampled using
eight special k-points.
3. Results

3.1. Low energy electron diffraction

Cu3Au crystals have an L12-structure with a
lattice constant 3.75 Å and a shortest metal–metal
distance of 2.65 Å. The surface structure of Cu3Au-
(100) is well documented in the literature [33].
Normal to the (100) surface, the Cu3Au crystal
consists of alternating pure Cu(100) and 1:1
[Au:Cu] layers in which two diagonal Cu atoms
in the unit cell are substituted by gold. The LEED
pattern of the clean Cu3Au(100) surface (not
shown here for conciseness) thus exhibits diffrac-
tion spots similar to Cu(100) with the additional
spots of a c(2 · 2) structure due to the presence of
gold. The spots of this LEED pattern correspond
to the distances of 3.75 Å and 2.65 Å along the
{001} and {110} directions of the Cu3Au(100)
1 Cerius2 is provided by Accelrys. Inc.
surface. Utilizing these known distances and their
corresponding directions allows us to calculate dis-
tances within the niobia film and its orientation
with respect to the Cu3Au(100) surface.

Oxygen sputtering and annealing at 650 K pro-
duced no discernable changes in the LEED pat-
tern. However, a previous study [34] has revealed
that the oxygen implanted surface is enriched with
Cu whereby oxygen occupies fourfold hollow sites,
thus leading to the same c(2 · 2) LEED pattern as
the clean, nontreated surface.

Deposition of Nb onto the O-implanted sub-
strate in the sub-monolayer coverage regime and
subsequent oxidation at 773 K results in LEED
patterns as shown in Fig. 1. The intensities of the
substrate spots gradually attenuate as the Nb cov-
erage increases up to �2 Å, which is consistent
with niobia film growth via the formation and coa-
lescence of two-dimensional niobia islands on the
substrate.

The prevalent features in the LEED pattern
presented in Fig. 1 are the three 12-spot rings
clearly indicating the formation of an oxide layer
with hexagonal symmetry. The presence of 12-spot
rings can be readily attributed to two domains
arising from two hexagonal mesh units rotated
by 90� (or 30�) with respect to one another. The
fact that the intensities of each spot within the
rings are identical implies approximately equal
coverages of the two domains on the surface.
The three rings are distinguished from one another
as one ‘‘inner’’ (1) and two ‘‘outer’’ rings (2,3) as
marked in Fig. 1a. The intensity of each ring
depends on the electron energy; however the inten-
sity of ring (2) always dominates the LEED pat-
tern. Fig. 1b shows a schematic representation of
the pattern where the spots from only a single
domain are shown. Another domain is formed
through rotation of this pattern by 90�.

For each domain, two of the six hexagonal
spots of the ring (2) coincide with the (1 · 1) spots
of the Cu3Au(100) substrate, indicating a good
epitaxial relationship between the oxide film and
the substrate. Such epitaxial growth has been pre-
viously reported for thin oxide films on metal sub-
strates, such as NiO(111)/Ni(100) [35], VO(111)/
Cu(100) [26], and FeO(111)/Pt(100) [36], i.e.
for the films with a MO(111) stoichiometry.



Fig. 1. (a) The LEED pattern (E = 70 eV) of the niobia film
formed on Cu3Au(100)–O by oxidation of a 1.6 Å-thick Nb
layer at 773 K in 10�6 mbar of O2. The 12-spot rings (1–3) are
observed due to the presence of two hexagonal domains,
rotated by 90�. (b) Schematic representation of the LEED
pattern, where the spots from only a single domain are shown.
Square symbols show spots from the Cu3Au(100) substrate.
Open symbols are the most intense spots from the oxide film.
Dots show the positions of weak spots due to a coincidence
(2 · 7) structure. The surface unit cells of the substrate (solid
square), the niobia film (dashed) and the coincidence structure
(solid rectangle) are shown.
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Therefore, we can assign the ring (2) to the O (or
Nb) sub-lattice, which in real space can be
expressed in matrix notation by

A0

B0
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on the Cu3Au(100) surface. The vectors (A,B)
indicate the unit vectors of the Cu3Au(100) sub-
strate while the primed vectors are the unit vec-
tors of the oxide sub-lattice. Using the known
metal–metal distance on the Cu3Au(100) surface,
we have calculated that the spots in ring (2) cor-
respond to a distance of 3.1 Å, which is quite
reasonable for O–O distance in oxide thin films.
This then requires that the inner ring (1) is in a
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ÞR30� registry with respect to the ring

(2), with a characteristic distance of �5.4 Å. Ring
(3) is formed by the second order spots of ring
(1).

In addition, the LEED pattern exhibits many
diffraction spots, running along the {110} and
f�110g directions of the substrate. The intensity
of these spots is weak, and they are most likely
the result of the formation of a coincidence struc-
ture between the hexagonal overlayer and the
square lattice of the Cu3Au(100) substrate. This
coincidence structure has a (2 · 7) periodicity with
respect to the Cu3Au(100) substrate correspond-
ing to every sixth atom in the overlayer coinciding
with every seventh metal atom on the substrate
since 7 · 2.65 Å = 18.55 is almost equal to 6 ·
3.1 Å = 18.6 Å. We also note that 2 · 2.65 Å =
5.3 Å, which is close to the 5.4 Å distance calcu-
lated for the ð
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p
ÞR30� structure.

In summary, LEED results show that the film
contains at least one hexagonal layer, which forms
a coincidence structure with respect to underlying
metal substrate, and another layer(s) resulting in
a ð
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p
ÞR30� structure with respect to the hexa-

gonal layer.

3.2. Scanning tunneling microscopy

Fig. 2a shows a large scale STM image of the
thin niobia film covering the entire substrate dis-
playing wide terraces separated by monatomic
steps of the metal substrate underneath. No clus-
ters or three-dimensional particles were observed.
The image in Fig. 2b displays atomic protrusions
forming a hexagonal lattice with a periodicity of
�5.5 Å agreeing well with the distance of 5.4 Å
assigned to ring (1) in the LEED pattern of
Fig. 1. The missing protrusions imaged as dark
spots in Fig. 2b can be attributed to defects.



Fig. 2. STM images of the niobia film grown on Cu3Au(100). (a) Large terraces separated by steps of �2 Å in height. (b) Hexagonal
structure of the niobia film with vacancy defects. The (2 · 7) superstructure cell is marked as a rectangle. (c) Two domains rotated by
90�, with each domain exhibiting characteristic surface modulation seen as stripes. Image sizes and tunneling parameters are: (a)
200 · 200 nm2, VS = 1.4 V, I = 1.0 nA; (b) 15 · 15 nm2, VS = 1.4 V, I = 1.0 nA; (c) 40 · 40 nm2, VS = 1.4 V, I = 1.0 nA.
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The terraces also exhibit a long-range modula-
tion with a small (<0.2 Å) corrugation amplitude
that is imaged as stripes in Fig. 2c. These stripes
clearly reveal two domains rotated by 90� with
respect to each other reflecting the square symme-
try of the Cu3Au(100) substrate. These stripes run
along the rows of protrusions and are four atomic
rows wide, leading to a (1 · 4) superstructure with
respect to the imaged protrusions. Note that, the
same surface modulation is observed on niobia
islands formed at sub-monolayer coverage, indi-
cating that the film grows two-dimensionally.

Based on the height measurements of niobia
islands formed at sub-monolayer Nb coverage,
the thickness of the niobia film was measured to
be �2.5 Å. However, the apparent height mea-
sured by STM does not always represent the geo-
metrical height due to the very different
electronic structures of the oxide and metal sub-
strates. Basically, the film thickness is underesti-
mated due to a higher work function of the
oxide surface than of the metal surface surround-
ing. Nonetheless, the results indicate that the
thickness of the niobia film is indeed very small.

3.3. Photoelectron spectroscopy

In Fig. 3, photoelectron spectra are presented
for two niobia films of different Nb coverage,
which showed LEED patterns similar to that in
Fig. 1. The spectra of the valence band (VB), the
Cu 2p, O1s and Nb3d levels are shown at detection
angles of both 0� and 70� with respect to the sur-
face normal. Essentially the signals from the sub-
strate elements attenuate upon film growth but
no changes in the position and the widths of the
peaks were observed. Based on these results, we
conclude that no alloying or intermixing between
the substrate and oxide film occurs.

The Nb 3d levels are spin–orbit split into two
(3d5/2 and 3d3/2) peaks. All binding energy (BE) val-
ues for the Nb 3d level discussed below refer to the
position of the 3d5/2 peak. The Nb 3d signal, shown
in Fig. 3 and exhibiting a peak centered at 206.4 eV,
suggests the presence of a single Nb species in the
film. In addition, the intensity of this peak does
not depend on the detection angle indicating that
the Nb species exist only in the surface region.

To date, most of the XPS data reported in the
literature on Nb systems are analyzed based on
the data presented in the review paper of Halbrit-
ter [37] summarizing the results obtained for the
different Nb oxides. According to this review and
also a recent paper of Morris et al. [38] on niobia
powders, niobium in NbO2 (Nb4+) and Nb2O5

(Nb5+) exhibits BE values of 205.8 and 207.5 eV,
respectively. (To the best of our knowledge, there
are no XPS studies on niobia single crystals).
Therefore, the measured BE for our niobia films
corresponds to oxidation state between 4+ as in
NbO2 and 5+ as in Nb2O5. However, for very thin
oxide layers on metal substrates, the binding ener-
gies of the core electrons may in fact be lower than
for thick oxide films and bulk systems due to the



Fig. 3. Valence band, O 1s, Nb 3d, and Cu 2p photoelectron spectra of niobia films of 0.5 and 1.6 Å Nb coverage on Cu3Au(100). The
angles between the surface normal and incident photon (a) and electron detector (h) are indicated.
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effective screening of the final state core hole by the
metal substrate electrons.

The PE-spectra of oxygen do not help to clarify
the situation. The BE of 529.9 eV for the O1s level
in niobia films is close to those reported for many
transition metal oxides. Although PES data for
oxygen in niobium oxides are not available in the
literature, we anticipate, similar to that observed
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for vanadia systems [39], that the O1s level shifts
only weakly as a function of the Nb oxidation
state.

In principle, spectra of the VB region can pro-
vide a way to differentiate between Nb2O5 and
NbO2, as the first compound is an insulator with
a band gap �3.4 eV and the second is a semicon-
ductor [38]. In NbO2, since the metal is in a lower
oxidation state, a feature near the Fermi edge
emerges, which, in a simple ionic model, can be
attributed to the d-electrons that have not been
transferred to the oxygen anions and remain on
the metal cations. The VB spectra of the bulk nio-
bium oxides have been presented by Morris et al.
[38]. In contrast to Nb2O5, the NbO2 phase shows
a well-resolved peak centered at 1.3 eV derived
from the Nb 4d levels (NbO2 is a 4d1 material)
along with photoelectron intensity in the 4–10 eV
range which is associated mainly with the O 2p lev-
els. (Similar results have been also reported for
V2O5(0001) (insulator) and V2O3(0001) (semi-
conductor) surfaces [40,41]).

The lack of intensity near the Fermi edge in the
VB spectrum of our niobia films indicates that the
film is non-conducting. There is no intensity at
1.3 eV as is observed for NbO2, and also the 4–
10 eV region does not resemble either the NbO2

or Nb2O5 bulk valence band spectra. However,
some intensity is observed near the onset of the
substrate d-levels at �2.5 eV. It seems quite plausi-
ble, that the valence band structure of the thin
films of niobia is different from that of the bulk
compounds.

Therefore, final state effects, leading to lower
BE values, and the lack of intensity in the gap
region of the VB spectra would seem to suggest
Nb in our films in a fully oxidized 5+ state, which
implies a Nb2O5 stoichiometry.

This conclusion is also consistent with quantita-
tive analysis of the Nb and O signal ratio in AES
spectra of the films (not shown here for concise-
ness). In order to avoid uncertainty caused by
the different escape depths of electrons coming
from different elements of the oxide film, we have
used reference AES spectra of the MoO3 and
MoO2 thin films [30]. Note also that the kinetic
energies of the Auger electrons from metals are
similar (cf. 168 eV for Nb and 186 eV for Mo).
Using this approach, the results indicated a
Nb:O elemental ratio in the films close to 1:2.5,
i.e. a Nb2O5 stoichiometry.
4. Discussion

The LEED and STM results, presented above,
clearly show the formation of a flat, well-ordered,
thin niobia film on the Cu3Au(100) substrate. The
oxide film grows two-dimensionally by forming
niobia islands, which coalesce as the Nb coverage
increases until the film covers the entire surface.
This occurs at a coverage of approximately
0.7 ML of Nb with respect to the substrate lattice
based on both STM and microbalance calibration
of the Nb deposition flux. In addition, the film
exhibits a two-domain structure, each rotated by
90� with respect to one another, reflecting the
square symmetry of the Cu3Au(100) substrate.
The STM and LEED results also indicate a hexag-
onal lattice with a 5.4 Å periodicity that is imaged
as protrusions in STM. This distance agrees well
with that measured by LEED for the spots in ring
(1) (see Fig. 1), which form the ð
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structure with respect to another hexagonal layer
(ring 2) with a 3.1 Å lattice constant.

If we assign the 3.1 Å distance to a close-packed
oxygen layer in contact with the metal substrate,
the (2 · 7) superstructure observed in both LEED
and STM is easily explained as the result of a coin-
cidence structure between the hexagonal O sub-lat-
tice and the square lattice of the substrate. Using
the closest metal–metal distance of 2.65 Å on
Cu3Au(100), which run in the {110} directions,
and the relative orientations of the hexagonal oxy-
gen lattice and the square substrate lattice, as
observed in LEED, a superstructure can be created
as shown in Fig. 4. In this structure, every sixth
oxygen atom coincides with every seventh metal
atom in the f�110g direction and every second
metal atom in the {110} direction also coincides
with an oxygen atom.

According to the PES and AES data a stoichi-
ometry of our films is close to Nb2O5. If the niobia
film only consisted of close-packed layers of O and
Nb, this would result in a NbO(111) surface and
no observation of a ð
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ÞR30� structure in



Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the (2 · 7) coincidence
structure formed between the square lattice with a110 = 2.65 Å
of the metal substrate and the hexagonal lattice with
a111 = 3.1 Å of the oxide film. Two domains can be formed
through rotation of the hexagonal lattice by 90� as indicated.
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LEED. If we create this structure by removing 1/
3 ML or 2/3 ML of Nb in ð
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ÞR30� sites,

it would lead to a Nb2O3 or NbO3 stoichiometry,
which is inconsistent with the PES results. There-
fore, the model requires additional oxygen to be
present beyond that of the close-packed O layer
in contact with the substrate, stacked as O–Nb–
O–(Cu3Au). Within this stacking, creating a
ð
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ÞR30� structure by removing of 1/3 or

2/3 of the O atoms from any of the oxygen layers,
while maintaining a close packed Nb layer, leads
to a formal oxidation states below +2.5, which is
also inconsistent with the experimental results.
Therefore, the observation of a ð

ffiffiffi
3

p
�

ffiffiffi
3

p
ÞR30�

structure must arise from the Nb sub-lattice rather
than the O lattice.

In order to cover the entire surface, we have
deposited approximately 0.7 ML of Nb as cali-
brated by quartz microbalance and STM. There-
fore, a single ð

ffiffiffi
3

p
�

ffiffiffi
3

p
ÞR30� Nb layer (a

coverage 0.33 ML), which would explain both
the LEED and STM results, is not sufficient to
account for the total Nb coverage. Alternatively,
a layer of Nb, where 1/3 ML of Nb in
ð
ffiffiffi
3

p
�

ffiffiffi
3

p
ÞR30� sites are missing, fulfills mass bal-

ance (the Nb coverage is 0.66 ML, i.e. close to the
0.7 ML) and maintains the unit cell observed in
LEED. This is consistent with the PES results,
indicating that Nb exists in a single oxidation
state, and also explains the lack of angular depen-
dence in the PES spectra (see Fig. 3).
Therefore, our results suggest that the film con-
sists of 2/3 ML of Nb, which exhibits a
ð
ffiffiffi
3

p
�

ffiffiffi
3

p
ÞR30� structure with respect to the

close-packed O-layer and has another oxygen layer
on top. Without the additional O layer, a Nb2O3

stoichiometry results that is inconsistent with the
PES data. Such a ‘‘sandwich’’ structure is pre-
dicted to have a low net dipole moment normal
to the surface, and hence be thermodynamically
stable. However, if the top O-layer were identical
to the bottom layer, this would lead to Nb in for-
mal oxidation state 6+. In order to fit the Nb2O5

stoichiometry favored by the PES results, the top
O-layer should possess 2/3 ML of oxygen.

In principle, the Nb atoms can occupy either
threefold hollow or atop sites on the O-layer
underneath and still maintain the same periodicity
observed by LEED. In order to see, which adsorp-
tion sites are preferred, we have performed DFT
calculations.

The substrate was included into a slab model
containing three layers of Cu3Au(100) and one
layer of Nb and two layers of O stacked as O–
Nb–O–Cu3Au (3) in a (2 · 7) unit cell. Fig. 5a
shows four structures considered for the Nb2O5

films. These structures have been formed by con-
structing a top O-layer of the same structure as
the Nb layer in order to maintain both the film
unit periodicity observed by LEED and the
Nb2O5 stoichiometry. These structures are formed
through different registries of the oxygen and nio-
bium layers such that the layer may sit either on
top or on one of the two possible hollow (hcp
and fcc) sites. Labeling the close-packed oxygen
layer as A, the stacking of the layers for these
structures may be termed AAA (top–top), ABB
(fcc–top), ABC (fcc–hcp) and ABA (fcc–fcc) type
stacking for structures 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

Each structure was optimized within DFT,
however, in order to reduce numerical efforts of
calculations for the large unit cell, the first oxygen
layer was fixed at a distance of 2 Å from the metal
substrate, which is reasonable for the thin oxide
films on metals [42,36]. The calculated total ener-
gies for the optimized geometry of the four struc-
tures shown in Fig. 5a indicate that structures 1
and 2 are the least stable. These structures are
6 eV and 2 eV less stable than the structure shown



Fig. 5. (a) Four potential structures considered for the Nb2O5

film formed on Cu3Au(100) consistent with LEED and PES
results. The structures are formed through different registries in
the stacking sequences of the two oxygen and niobium layers
shown in the top of the figure. In all structures the stacking
sequence is O(2)–Nb–O(1)–(Cu3Au); the metal substrate is not
shown for clarity. The top (b) and side (c) views of the most
stable structures determined by DFT. Only Nb and top O
atoms are shown in the top view, for clarity.

ig. 6. HREELS spectrum for the thin niobia film grown on
u3Au(100). The lack of significant intensity above �900 cm�1

dicates the absence of niobyl groups (Nb@O) in our films.
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in Fig. 5b, to which both structures 3 and 4 con-
verge during DFT geometry optimization. This
final structure is close to the structure 3 except that
the oxygen atoms in the top layer have moved
slightly out of the hollow sites towards Nb bridg-
ing sites. The fact that structures 1 and 2 did not
converge to the lowest energy structure indicates
the presence of local minima in the potential
energy surface for these films and may be a result
of fixing the position of the close-packed oxygen
layer.

According to the DFT calculations the oxygen
atoms do not prefer atop sites over Nb sub-lattice.
Further evidence for this conclusion comes from
HREELS measurements. If oxygen were sitting
on top of the Nb atoms, one would expect the
presence of niobyl (Nb@O) groups, which exhibit
a characteristic absorption band in the 900–
1000 cm�1 region of infrared and Raman spectra
[43]. For example, niobia films grown on Pt(111)
showed a strong signal at 926 cm�1 in HREELS
which was assigned to niobyl groups [22,23]. For
our thin films, the lack of any intensity in this
region, as shown in Fig. 6, indicates that there
are no niobyl species present on the film surface.
According to the selection rules applied to
HREELS of thin films on metal substrates, only
the vibrations with the net dipole moment normal
to the surface can be detected. Therefore, we have
tentatively assigned the signal at 703 cm�1 as aris-
ing from O(2)–Nb–O(1) asymmetric vibrations,
where O(2) and O(1) denote oxygen atoms in the
top and bottom layers, respectively. (The small
feature at 1406 cm�1 is the overtone of the
703 cm�1 peak). The weak shoulder located at
�870 cm�1 may be indicative of a small concentra-
tion of Nb@O stretching vibrations in distorted
NbO6 octahedra [43] and may lend insight into
the structure of the defects present in our films.
F
C
in
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For the most stable structure the DFT opti-
mized geometry indicated interlayer distances of
Nb–O(1), and O(2)–Nb to be �1 and �1.2 Å,
respectively. Adding this to the 2 Å set for the
O(1)–substrate distance, the film thickness would
be around 4 Å, which is in qualitative agreement
with the STM measurements (�2.5 Å).

Based on the calculated density of states, we
have simulated STM images of the most stable
structure at tunneling conditions used in the exper-
iments based on the Tersoff–Hamann approach
[44]. As shown in Fig. 7a, the simulated STM
image matches well the experimental one and
exhibits a hexagonal lattice of protrusions with a
5.4 A periodicity. The calculations showed that
the STM protrusions on the surface are due to
the unoccupied d-states of Nb and are located
between two Nb atoms as seen in Fig. 7a. The
charge difference plot shown in Fig. 7b revealed
that there is no charge re-distribution and hence
no direct interaction between these Nb atoms.
Therefore, we have concluded that the protrusions
observed in STM arise from pairs of ‘‘open’’ Nb
atoms, which do not have a bridging oxygen atom
above, which may screen these states.
Fig. 7. Simulated (a) and experimental (b) STM images of the
niobia film. The simulated image is superimposed with the
positions of surface atoms in the model (VS = 1 V, the tip-to-
sample distance is set to 3 Å in the simulation). (c) The
corresponding charge difference plot in the plane of the Nb
layer. The positions of the STM protrusions over the surface
are indicated by filled circles. The unit cell is indicated.
Interestingly, our structural model for the nio-
bia film, which is consistent with all experimental
results presented in this paper, is very similar to
the model considered by Czekaj et al. [45] in their
theoretical calculations of the V2O3(0001) surface
(model O2

bVV
0 in their notation). The authors

found this termination as the only one which could
explain STM images of vanadia films grown on
Cu3Au(100) [46]. On the other hand, numerous
STM images for the films grown on Au(111),
W(110), Pd(111) and Rh(111) (without oxygen
implantation) are consistent with the presence of
V@O groups experimentally proven on the same
systems [27,28,40]. For the thin niobia films studied
here and which were grown in a similar way as van-
adia on Cu3Au(100), both theory and experiment
rules out the presence of Nb@O species. Therefore,
some discrepancy observed for differently prepared
vanadia films may be associated with the exact
preparation procedure. This issue will be further
studied in combined STM and HREELS experi-
ments of vanadia films on Cu3Au(100).

Finally, it is interesting to compare the structures
of the thin niobia film to the structures of bulk Nb
oxides. The film shows a hexagonal symmetry, with
an O–O distance of 3.14 Å within the O-layer. This
distance is only 5% larger than 2.98 Å for
NbO(111) [6], but the latter structure must be
excluded, based on the PES results. In principle,
the (001) plane of the oxides with the rutile struc-
ture like TiO2 or MoO2 can also result in a close
packed oxygen layer with the distances of about
3 Å, but the cations exposed on these surfaces form
a rectangular and not a hexagonal lattice as
observed here for the niobia films. Among various
Nb2O5 polymorphs, only a TT-phase shows a
pseudo-hexagonal lattice in the (ab) plane [47].
However, the Nb–Nb distance within this plane
leads to a periodicity of 3.53 Å, which does not fit
a 5.4 Å periodicity as well as the closest Nb–Nb
(O–O) distance of 3.1 Å observed in this thin film.
We have also inspected other cuts of the TT-
Nb2O5 crystal structure, but none of them appear
to fit the distances measured in our niobia film.
Therefore, we can conclude that the surface of the
thin niobia film in our study does not bear any peri-
odicities similar to the surfaces of bulk niobium oxi-
des formed by simple bulk truncation. However,
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this does not preclude that truncating a bulk struc-
ture does not lead to reconstructions in the surface
region resulting in surface structures with periodic-
ities differing from those within the bulk.
5. Summary

We have grown thin niobia films on an oxygen
implanted Cu3Au(100) substrate by Nb deposi-
tion and subsequent oxidation at 773 K in
10�6 mbar of O2. The surface structure of the films
has been studied using LEED, STM, HREELS
and angular resolved PES.

The oxide film grows two-dimensionally by
forming niobia islands, which coalescence at
increasing Nb coverage. The film covers the entire
substrate at the coverage equivalent to about
0.7 ML of Nb. The film exhibits a hexagonal sym-
metry with a lattice constant of 5.4 Å. The results
suggest that the film consists of 2/3 ML of Nb
between two hexagonal O-layers, where Nb5+ cat-
ions occupy the threefold hollow sites. This leads
to a ð

ffiffiffi
3

p
�

ffiffiffi
3

p
ÞR30� structure with respect to the

underlying close packed O layer, which in turn
forms a (2 · 7) coincidence structure with the
metal substrate. The defect structure includes
reflection domain boundaries and vacancies.

Comparison of the film structure with those
known for bulk niobia leads to the conclusion, that
the surface of thin niobia film does not resemble
any of those structures if the latter do not recon-
struct. However, it well may be that ‘‘monolayer’’
niobia catalysts supported at low loading on other
oxide supports such as Al2O3, TiO2, etc. also show
structures different from the bulk. Despite vast
amounts of research efforts, the molecular struc-
ture of the supported niobium oxide catalysts is
not well understood and may be quite different
from the structures formed through simple bulk
truncation as observed in this work.
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